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Abstract

Knowledge of the change in plantar foot shape under weight bearing can offer implications for the design and construction of a
comfortable and functional foot support. This study is aimed at quantitatively analyzing the physical differences that exist in
linear measurements of the foot in males and females and across both sex under different weight bearing conditions thus
providing data for the design and construction of a comfortable foot support in Nigeria. The linear plantar foot shape dimension
of 126 subjects (66 males and 60 females) with normal foot were measured under three weight bearing conditions: non-weight
bearing, semi-weight bearing, and full-weight bearing. The data analyzed showed that increased weight bearing increased the
foot length and foot breadth. Compared with the non-weight bearing foot shape, the semi-weight bearing condition produced
increases in male foot length of 2.55% (6.4mm), female foot length of 1.57% (3.7mm), male foot breath of 3.7% (3.4mm), female
foot breadth of 5.03% (4.2mm), while the full-weight bearing condition will produce increase in male foot length of 3.03%
(7.4mm), female foot length of 2.33% (5.5mm), male foot breadth of 5.44% (5mm), and female foot breadth of 6.35% (5.3mm).
The percentage change in foot length and breadth within and across both sexes is statistically significant (p<.05). The findings
are useful in considering the change of foot shape in weight bearing during the selection of shoe size and shoe or insole design
and construction and to the orthotics during the design of fitting devices for foot support. Also, it can be useful in forensic
science.

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative analysis of the foot anthropometry is important
to the study of ergonomics, forensic science and
anthropology. Hence, the relevance of this research work to
the development of these fields of study in Nigeria. Foot
anthropometry is the measurement of the size and proportion
of the foot. Parameters often measured include foot length
and foot breadth.

The human foot, the foundation of bipedal locomotion, is a
highly complex multi-bone structure with 26 major bones
and more than 30 synovial articulations12. The foot gives

support to the body in standing, resilient for walking and
accommodation to variations of surfaces on which it is
placed. The normal foot shows great individual variation in
length, and breadth in males and females alike34.

Shoes and insoles have been designed to protect the foot and
facilitate proper functioning of the foot for daily activities.
How well the shoes and insoles fit with the planter foot
shape is an important determinant for a functional and
comfortable foot support. Studies have revealed that sexual

dimorphism exist in foot anthropometry with the males have
larger foot in size and shape567.

The foot shapes corresponding to different weight bearing
conditions are believed to be unique and can provide a more
comprehensive description of the foot-insole interaction
when considering foot biomechanics. Hence, the need to
understand the foot shape and its change under different
weight bearing and to determine which foot shape would
best be adopted as the deciding factor in designing the
support shape for better fit and comfort8.

Studies on the anthropometry of foot shape used different
protocols and measurement devices. Most approaches
directly measure the foot length, breadth, height and girth
dimensions using venier caliper, cloth tape flat ruler,
etc9101112. Others measured from footprint7131415. These

measurements vary because of inconsistencies in positioning
and the orientation of scales.

Anthropometric studies on the foot when weight bearing
have revealed that the navicular bone was depressed, on the
average, 6.5mm16, the foot arch prolonged up to 19mm with
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the second ray and 8mm within the fifth ray17. However,

Carlsoo and Wetzenstein (1968) differed in their finding that
no significant change occurs in foot length and foot height
during weight bearing18. The difference in results found by

these researches may be due to an inconsistency in
measuring positions, such that the actual foot joint
orientation and amount of load undertaken were different.

Using a surface-mounted electronic arch gauge to monitor
the medial arch of the foot during normal walking, Kayano
found that the medial arch length changed at different phases
of gait19. The degree of change in the length of the arch

ranged from 3.7 to 9.5mm. Using a similar method, Umeki
investigated the factors that influenced the length of the
medial arch of the foot in normal adults under different
passive motions and loads on the foot. He found that the
medial arch was lengthened and the foot was abducted when
a vertical load was added to it20. Shortening was observed

when the first metatarsophalangeal joint was manually dorsi-
flexed. The results indicated that the medial arch length
would change with weight bearing and foot positioning. The
use of skin-mounted measurement techniques may limit the
accuracy of measuring the kinematics estimates of
motion22122.

Besides, study analyzing the pressure distribution under
static and dynamic casting showed gender differences in the
load bearing behaviour of the foot as well as significant
correlations of the peak pressures towards body weight and
foot contact area23. Borches et al. used a commercial light-

striping laser digitizer to scan a foot in a non-weight bearing
condition and 95% body weight bearing condition24. Shape

variations observed gave the researches ideas about shape
differences between non-weight-bearing foot and weight
bearing foot. Also, Bonnie et al. using the impression casting
protocol of the foot under three different weight conditions
found that increased weight bearing significantly measured
the contact area, foot length, foot width and rear foot width,
while it decreased average height and arch angle. Compared
with the non-weight bearing foot shape, the semi-weight
bearing condition would produce increases in foot length of
2.7% ± 1.2%, foot width of 2.9% ± 2.4%. The full weight-
bearing condition would produce increases in foot length of
3.4% ± 3.1%, foot width of 6.0% ± 2.1%. These researches
using the foot digitizing and impression casting protocol
avoids the error caused by skin displacement and tissue
distortion8.

Besides, recently several studies have been conducted on

foot and footprints for stature estimation having bearing on
personal identification, prediction and forensic
anthropometry, and foot biomechanics25262728293031.

Data on quantitative analysis and description of changes in
foot shape under different weight bearing condition in
Nigeria are rare. The aim of this study is to provide
anthropometric baseline data of the foot shape and changes
associated with it under different body weight bearing
conditions, which will be useful to the study ergonomics and
forensic science in Nigeria.

It is also aimed at providing reference standard to determine
which foot shape would best adopted as the deciding factor
in shoe selection and designing of shoe for better fit and
comfort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of one hundred and twenty six (126) subjects (66
males and 60 females) between 18years and above were
used for this study. The parameters measured from each foot
are the foot length and foot breadths at the different weight
bearing conditions: non-weight bearing, semi-weight bearing
and full-weight bearing.

For this study, the direct measurement technique was
employed to investigate the foot shape changes under
different weight bearing conditions. The foot dimensions
were measured directly using Venier or sliding calipers with
the foot placed on a horizontal flat surface at three weight
bearing conditions i.e. non-weight bearing (NWB), semi-
weight bearing (SWB) and full-weight bearing (FWB).

The foot lengths were measured from the most posterior
projection of the heel (akropodion) to the most anterior toe
(pternion). The foot breadths were measured as the distance
between the medial margin of the head of the first metatarsal
and the lateral margin of the head of the fifth metatarsal. The
measurements of the foot dimension were taken under the
NWB, SWB and FWB8.

For the non-weight bearing condition, measurements were
done with the subject sitting without body weight bearing on
the foot measured. The knee and ankle were kept at 90%
flexion, and the centres of both heels were separated by the
width of the subject’s shoulder. The lines of projection of
both feet were kept parallel and pointing forward8.

Measurements for semi-weight bearing were taken with half
the body weight placed on the measured foot, with the line
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of progression of both feet parallel to each other and
pointing forward. This was achieved by instructing the
subjects to stand upright, with the distance between the two
heels centres kept apart at the width of subject’s shoulders8.

For the full-weight bearing (FWB), measurements were
taken with the full body weight placed on the foot measured.
This was achieved by instructing the subject to stand upright
on the measured foot. The foot not measured is flexed up
and bore no weight. The line progression of the foot
measured pointing forward8.

Figure 1

Figure 1: Weight bearing areas of the foot

RESULTS

The results of the study are shown in tables below. The age
groups and number of individuals in each group for both
male and female are represented in table 1.

Figure 2

Table 1: Sample size and age distribution of subjects.

Table 2 shows the range of foot length and breadth for males
and females at different weight bearing conditions.

Figure 3

Table 2: The range of foot dimensions for male and female
at different weight-bearing conditions.

Statistical analysis of the collected data showed the
following results as given in tables 3 – 9. Student t-test
analysis revealed statistically significant difference in foot
length and breadth within and across both sexes, (p<0.05).

Figure 4

Table 3: Mean right and left dimensions of male population
under different weight bearing conditions.

Figure 5

Table 4: Mean right and left foot dimensions of female
population under different weight bearing conditions.
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Figure 6

Table 5: The mean foot length and breadth of male and
female population.

Figure 7

Table 6: Percentage increase of mean right and left foot
dimensions in male and female population under different
weight bearing conditions

Figure 8

Table 7: Percentage increase of mean foot dimensions in
males and females population

DISCUSSION

In this study, the changes in the linear measurement of
plantar foot shape under the three weight bearing conditions
were examine quantitatively using the normal foot of one
hundred and twenty-six (126) (66 males and 60 females)
Nigerian subjects.

This study revealed that increasing the weight bearing on a
tested foot increased the foot length and foot breadth. The
result indicates that SWB condition of the foot can cause
significant increase from the NWB condition on the
measured parameters, while the FWB condition causes a
greater increase than SWB condition. However, small
increase occurs between SWB and FWB condition. This
agrees with previous finding9.

The foot arch is depressed, and the foot is forced to spread
out and forward on weight bearing like a depressed curve
plate32. The flexible components of the foot can be regarded

as a twisted plate with one edge (head of the metatarsals)
placed horizontally and in full contact with the supporting
surface, while the other edge (calcaneus) is placed vertically.
The resulting twist influences both the longitudinal and
transverse arches of the foot, leading to the increase in foot
length and foot breadth.

Besides, the percentage increase in foot breadth was found to
be greater than that of foot length in both sexes. This could
be based on the fact that the longitudinal arches have
stronger ligamentous support.

From student T-test analysis, statistically significant
difference (p<0.05) occurs in foot length and breadth of
within and across both sexes. The change in foot length of
males is statistically greater than that of the females while
the change in foot breadth of males is statistically less than
that of the females (p<0.05).

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The main criterion for a comfortable shoe depends on how
well it fits. Therefore, information on how the foot shape
change with weight bearing is essential in proper shoe
designing for the foot. This quantitative study gives the
linear foot shape variables in the three weight bearing
conditions. The foot length and foot breadth of male under
full-body weight will increase by 2.03% (7.4mm) and 5.44%
(5mm) respectively while the foot length and foot breadth of
females will increase by 2.33% (5.5mm) and 6.35% (5.3mm)
respectively. These findings are useful for both shoe design
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and the selection of shoe size. As the right foot was
significantly longer and wider than the left under the three
weight bearing conditions tested, we suggest that the shape
of the left and right shoes should not be symmetrical during
shoe designing. The length and breadth of the shoe should be
2 to 3mm longer and wider in the right foot for better fit.
Besides, this study can be useful be successfully utilized in
forensic examination of the foot.

Because this study was carried out right hand dominant
subjects, the question of whether side dominance has
significant effect on the tested result need further
investigation.
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